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A thanks to our benefactors
The foundation regularly receives
donations from adopters. A heartfelt
thanks for that. Also for the year 2012
our foundation has been marked by the
Tax Collector’s Office as ‘Institution
for General Benefit’, which means that,
under certain conditions, donations can
be tax deductable.

Change of address
Please note that any changes, e.g. address, that may be important for the
adoption register should be reported to
the foundation in time..

Exchanging graves
Our foundation does not condone the exchange of adopted graves. We consider it
inappropriate.

Flowers at the
Walls of the Missing
Those who have adopted names of
liberators on the Walls of the Missing
cannot use the pitch-vases. A solution
is to put the flowers in a so-called oasis
and label them with the name of the missing liberator. You can place this oasis
at the foot of the wall. For the flowers
not to wither rapidly, it is advised to wet
the oasis beforehand and put it in a small
plastic bag.

‘Crosses in the Wind’
The book Crosses in the Wind, that
among others describes the construction
of the cemetery, is still for sale. The
book contains more than 200 pages and
features several unique photographs and
costs Euros 18.50 per copy including
shipping within The Netherlands. It can
be ordered from our bureau by post or
by e-mail. For just 15 Euros the book
can be obtained from the local branch of
the Rabobank in Margraten.
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Opening hours
cemetery
The cemetery is open 7 days a week
from 9 am - 5 pm. On Christmas Day
and New Year’s Day the cemetery is
closed. On May 4th (Commemoration
of the Dead) the cemetery remains open
during the evening hours and includes a
memorial service which is specifically
suited for children. At the end of the
official part the children will be invited
to carry the Dutch and American flag to
the chapel and fold them according to
the traditional guidelines. This is done
under supervision of the Superintendent
of the American Cemetery and his staff.

6th Edition, April 2012

With this letter the foundation wishes to inform the adopters
about the activities and developments within the organization.

The Margraten Boys, the history of
the phenomenon of adoption
The book on the tradition of adoption at the American cemetery in Margraten has been
completed. The presentation was in the able hands of Paul ‘t Lam and was held on March
27th 2012 at the Province Hall in Maastricht.

Author Peter Schrijvers (second from left) handed copies of his new book to
(from left to right) Mr. D. Akkermans, Mayor of the Municipality
Eijsden-Margraten, Mr. Edwin R. Nolan, Official Delegate of the
US Embassy and Mr. Th. Bovens, Governor of Limburg.

The author, Peter Schrijvers, originally from Hasselt (Belgium) lectures American history
in Sydney (Australia). For his research he was able to look into several archives and use
information, documents, eyewitness stories and photographs of several adopters here and
descendants in the US. More than 1,200 adopters reacted to the request in our Newsletter
in 2008 to help in the research process. These respondents have contributed immensely to
this phenomenal book that was first written in English and then translated to Dutch.
It describes the birth and development of the phenomenon of adoption and answers the
captivating question of whether the post-war foreign policy of the USA has influenced the
tradition of adoption.
At the same time the book is a rich collection of numerous overwhelming testimonies
and photographs. Stories of hardship and suffering during the Nazi occupation, but even
more about the life and death of those American soldiers and about the eternal grief of the
relatives who stayed behind on the other side of the Atlantic.
The book that is a ‘must’ for every adopter can be obtained from the foundation. When
picked-up the Dutch edition costs € 21.50 and the English edition € 22.50. Otherwise a
postage fee will be added.
Ordering can be done by e-mail (info@adoptiegraven-margraten.nl), by mail (Stichting
Adoptie Graven Amerikaanse Begraafplaats Margraten, P/O Box 22, 6269 ZG Margraten)
or by telephone (Bert Kleijnen, 043-4582177 or Jo Purnott, 043-4071385).
For more information see our website and Facebook.
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Memorial Day 2012

Finance

Following tradition the fallen liberators will again be remembered this year at the
American Cemetery. It will be done on Sunday, May 27th.

The board of the foundation consists of
just volunteers who receive no financial
reward for their activities.
At the start in 2002 we received a onetime subsidy from the local
government in Margraten. So since 2003
the foundation has had to generate its
own funds, which - so far- we have
managed. This yearly news bulletin
costs about € 5,500 and is only possible
with sufficient funding.
Some readers will undoubtedly be of
the opinion that money can be saved by
sending this news bulletin by e-mail.
And in essence they’re right. But for
now we’ve made the choice to send it by
mail as there are many seniors among
our adopters and many of them hardly
be reached through electronic mail.
The current system also helps clean up
the registry. Some news bulletins will
come back ‘return to sender’ so then we
can try to find out these adopters’ new
addresses. This method of keeping the
registry ‘clean’ is very labor-intensive an
therefore rather costly. In case you are in
a position to support our work then you
can do so via our bank account number
158820045. Coming from abroad please
use IBAN: NL89RABO0158820045 and
BIC: RABONL2U.
We will be extremely grateful for your
support.

The program is as follows:
- 10 am:
Eucharist ceremony organized by the Stichting Culturele Muziek
Manifestaties Margraten (Foundation for Cultural Musical
Manifestations Margraten). This ceremony will be led by the Deputy
Bishop Monseigneur E. de Jong, while the music will be performed by
the Mergellands Male Choir with tenor Hubert Delamboye.
- 3 pm:

Memorial service with speeches and the placing of wreaths
Visitors to the memorial ceremony who arrive from either direction
Maastricht or from Gulpen would normally be able to reach the
cemetery without having to be redirected by the police or by marshals.
Still, due to limited parking space, it is advisable for those who arrive
from the direction Gulpen to park their cars somewhere in the streets
of Margraten and proceed to the cemetery on foot, which is about
10 minutes walking distance.

Both the ceremonies in the morning and the afternoon are freely accessible. From
experience we know that in the morning there will be sufficient seats for all present.
At the afternoon ceremony there are reserved seats and separate places for those
invited. All other visitors can be seated on the grandstands and round the barriers on
the cemetery. Out of respect for the military buried there it is not permitted to sit on
the lawn.
In past years we have seen that on Memorial Day not all adopted graves have been
adorned with flowers. We regret this and would like to encourage these adopters to
place flowers as well , so that the graveyard will temporarily turn into a huge bed of
flowers. As in other years we do advise those who bring flowers not to come late, in
view of limited parking space, especially when the weather is nice. We suggest that
those, who have the opportunity, bring their flowers already on Thursday or Friday.
For all clarity: Our Foundation is not involved in organizing the yearly service at
Memorial Day. That is done by the staff of the American Cemetery in conjunction
with the American Embassy In The Hague.
Each year we get questions concerning access to the cemetery, parking space etcetera.
Instead, adopters should turn to the organizers. The address is: American Cemetery 1,
6269 NA Margraten,
telephone 043-4581208, e-mail: netherlands@abmc.gov

News from the cemetery
“Most of the readers of this newsletter will undoubtedly have met me at the cemetery. In addition to the two American colleagues
I’ve been working at the office for over twenty years now. Every four or five years we witness the arrival of a new Superintendent.
One might be from German ancestry, the other may be a good singer and gradually we are witnessing the arrival of a younger
generation. But the sole ‘Limburger’ always remains the same!
Those words come from Frenk Lahaye assistant to the Superintendent at the American cemetery in Margraten.
“Very little really changes at the cemetery. Since it opened in 1960 the buildings have not been altered and their maintenance has
not changed very much either. There are more and more advanced machines now but maintenance work still follows the seasons.
So trimming takes place in winter, lawn-mowing in spring and summer and then in autumn there is the usual battle against the
falling leaves.
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The graveyard’s appearance however, does change from time to time. Near Memorial
Day and May 4th and 5th countless flowers adorn the graves. That also was the case
shortly after the war, but slowly there were less and less flowers simply because some
people of the first group of adopters had passed away.
Eventually this downward spiral came to an end when our new foundation was
established in 2002. They contacted all adopters and were then able to update the
adoption registry. Of the people who had given up their involvement the graves
became available for adoption by a new group of people. A whole new generation of
adopters was born! To our delight the interest in adoption was immense. So much so,
that a waiting-list had to be made.
Then the idea was launched to make the names on The Walls of the Missing available
for adoption. What a wonderful idea! We don’t just commemorate the soldiers that
were buried here but also the 1,722 soldiers whose names are engraved in the walls of
the Square of Honor. Each time I’m overcome with grief when relatives come to pay
respect and I cannot take them to a grave. How sad it is to look into the eyes of a
mother who knows that her son will never return from that terrible war! Who cannot
visit a grave comforted by the thought that her son can rest in peace. And who will
keep up a sparkle of hope: Someday he’ll return!”

Searching for relatives of forgotten Russians
from Margraten
“In March 1946 there not only lie 17,742 Americans buried in but also nearly 700 Russian soldiers. After the American authorities
have decided to turn ‘Margraten’ into a permanent cemetery, the Russians are transferred to a specially constructed Russian Field
of Honor in Leusden. Partly due to the Cold War they are gradually forgotten. The Russian Field of Honor has, for decades, been
a place where there was not mourned, nor prayed. Where the graves where well kept but were never decorated with flowers, never
visited by family. A cemetery full of unknown soldiers from a distant land. Young men without a face or a story. Soldiers whose
names are known, but written in a mysterious scripture. A place for dignitaries en diplomats who, once a year, place wreaths.”
Words coming from Remco Reiding (1976), since 2004 a foreign correspondent in Moskou. He was nominated for the ‘Golden
Pencil Award’, decorated by the Russian Minister of Defense and he was awarded a Russian Prize for promoting Dutch-Russian
humanitarian relations.  
“As a young boy from Amersfoort I visited the Field of Honor for the first time in 1998. Who are these soldiers? How did they get
here? And how is it possible that, having been born and raised in Amersfoort, I had never heard of this Russian Field of Honor?
These questions are the start of a search of many years. In the following years I blow the dust from many an archive, believed to
be lost. My main frustration is the fact that the families of these Soviet-soldiers were
never informed about the fate of the missing one. My quest took me to the remote
corners of a strange, fallen superpower: the former Soviet-Union. Where the ones that
stayed behind live: The wives, brothers and sisters and the children of the soldiers,
who grew up without a father. For decades they were unsure about the fate of their
beloved relative. My lengthy search has become the subject of a book I’ve written.  In
“Kind van het Ereveld “(Child of the Field of Honor) I describe how these Russian soldiers came to Margraten and how my quest changed the lives of their next of kin and
of myself. My greatest ambition is that these soldiers will never again be forgotten
“Kind van het Ereveld “ (Euros 19.95) can now be ordered at: www.russisch-ereveld.
nl/boek.html.
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“Each for his own memorial earned
praise that will never die and with it
the grandest of all sepulchres not that
in which his mortal bones are laid but
a home in the minds of men”
“Pericles, leader of the Athenians roundabout 430 BC, will not have guessed that
his words would once adorn the walls of the bell-tower at the cemetery. To keep this
memory alive it is a good thing that pupils of all types of schools and other interested
parties visit this cemetery.”
We speak to Gèr Ottenheijm, one of the guides at the Margratens Field of Honor.
“The crosses and David’s-stars of these numerous men and four women make you
silent. Some are completely unknown, a few are famous because of the exploits of
their Company as in the TV-series Band of Brothers, another was a Major General and
six young men have been awarded a Medal of Honor for extraordinary courage. And
then you take a look at the graves of two brothers: Stewart and Russel Leibensperger.
You ask the pupils what they notice about the names. ‘They are German names’. You
explain to them that many Europeans, amongst them also Germans, have emigrated to
the US in the cause of two centuries and that they also had to fulfill their duty during
World War 2 and fight against the Nazi’s that now ruled over their ancestors.
Forty pairs of brothers share the cemetery as their last resting place. You the tell the
story of the motion picture Saving Private Ryan, based on the true story of the Niland
brothers of which two were killed during the invasion on Normandy. That adversity
could turn even worse is painfully demonstrated by the five fallen brothers Sullivan or
the four Bergström brothers that were killed.
History will teach us that the men and women who lie here have not perished in vain.
As freedom demands sacrifices. Many are commemorated regularly. Every now and
then you see a little American flag and flowers at a grave showing that there have been
visitors from the US. Sometimes sand from ‘home soil’ gets rubbed upon the engraved  
name. Even the grave of an unknown soldier, ‘a comrade in arms, known but to God’ ,
is not forgotten and is decorated with flowers. Many adopters keep the memory of our
liberators alive. The names on the Walls of the Missing are commemorated by adopters as well. Pupils sometimes ask me if I have adopted a grave myself. I will answer
that I’ve not adopted one, but all of the graves!

The adoption
archive in
card file
The basis for the adoption archive
consists of a card file that was set up in
1945. The cards are stored in big wooden
chests of drawers. The system contains
several categories:
- some 17,700 cards with the data of all
fallen Americans that have been buried
at the cemetery or were once buried
there.
- more than a thousand cards of allied
servicemen (including Russians) that
were once buried here.
- some 18,000 cards of former adopters
The card file was set up in 1945 at the
council hall in Margraten by Miss
Koster and then maintained and updated
by volunteers Jef van Mulken and Felix
Prevoo. After his pension Mr. Prevoo
administered the system at his home. In
2002 the archive was handed over to the
new foundation. Currently Mrs. Maria
DuizingsCroonen holds the archive of card files.
The cards of 8,301 perished soldiers who
are buried in Margraten and the cards of
the adopters have since been digitalized.
That has been done by Mrs. A Demoulin who, at that time, was working as
committee secretary  at the town hall In
Margraten.

Lecture on “The Margraten Boys”
and book sales for Memorial Day
By popular demand our foundation is organizing a meeting with Peter Schrijvers, author of the book “The Margraten Boys”.
The meeting takes place in Margraten on Saturday, May 26th 2012 (the day before Memorial Day) in the Cultural Center ‘Oos
Heim’, Clermontstraat 10 In Margraten. We chose this date because many adopters will come to Margraten anyway to place flowers
at the grave(s) for Memorial Day.  
The program is as follows:  - * The hall will be open from 1 PM  - * Presentation by the author 2 - 2.45 PM  - * Break between 2.45
and 3.15 PM  - * Presentation part 2 by author 3.15 - 3.45 PM  - * Questions / discussion 3.45 - 4.15 PM  - * Closing is latest at 5 PM
Before and after the presentation there are copies of the book for sale that can be signed by the author. We would appreciate if you
sign on in advance by e-mail at info@adoptiegraven-Margraten.nl.
For those who are unable to attend the afternoon session because they’re attending the Memorial Day ceremony  at Henri Chapelle
we are holding a ‘meet and greet’ session between 11AM and 12.30 at the Cultural Center.
Those interested can meet author Peter Schrijvers and have him sign a copy of his book.
As of April 2nd the book is already for sale at the front desk of the Multimate store Jan Opreij B.V., Aan de Fremme 50, Margraten
(along the Rijksweg) from Monday to Saturday during opening hours. There’s also a small amount of copies still for sale of the book
‘Crosses in the Wind’. For further information please call 043-4582177 (Bert Kleijnen) or 043-4071385 (Jo Purnot).
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Royally distinguished

Message from
the superintendent of the
cemetery

Connected with last year’s Queens Day, Maria Duizings-Croonen and Bert Kleijnen
were distinguished by the Mayor of their place of residence as Members in the Order
of Orange Nassau on April 9th, 2011.
Both received their order partly because of their efforts for our foundation. Both
Maria and Bert have been members of our board as of 2003. Maria has, since 2003,
further digitalized the adoption registry and has processed many thousands of
amendments and requests. She now administers the register, allots graves on behalf of
the board and digitalizes the archive.
Bert has, since 2003, dedicated himself to tracing adopters. We owe it to his
commitment that in 2007 a milestone was reached in that the adoption register was
completely up-to-date. Currently Bert is busy keeping in-check all changes of address
and is responsible for sending books and CD’s that generate a certain income for the
foundation
Both Maria and Bert have a crucial role in preparing and sending new certificates
each month.
Through the years Maria has made herself useful in her hometown of Reijmerstock for
the girls society Jonge Garde (Young League) Reijmerstok, the Franciscus Choir,
Reijmerklank Choir, Reimeifeesten (May Celebrations), The Reijmerstok Fanfare
and the Zonnebloem (Sunflower Foundation) chapter Reijmerstok. Currently she also
works for Zij-Aktief (She-Active) chapter Reijmerstok and, she herself takes part in
the art project ‘Kunst onder de Poorten’ (Art under the Arches).
Bert is to this date busy for the Margraten Parrish Magazine ‘Oet de Riestepot’
and does volunteer work as a coordinator at the nursing home ‘Appelgaard’ (Apple
Garden). In the past he has been actively involved in the Youth Carnival Society in
Termaar en for the Orange Society in Margraten.
It goes without saying that the board of our foundation is immensely proud of the
decoration granted to its two fellow board members.

Exchanging information on
fallen soldiers
In case you have interesting information
on a  deceased whose grave has not been
adopted by you and you want to share
that information with the adopter then
the foundation can act as a go-between.
That goes as follows. You can send en
envelope to our secretary containing

another envelope (sufficiently stamped)
with a letter. Through this letter you
ask the adopter to get in touch with you.
We then add the proper address to the
stamped envelope and submit it. Then it
is up to the adopter to get in touch with
you or not.
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The whole year round and especially
round Memorial Day, adopters place
flowers at the graves and at the Walls of
the Missing. It’s a great tradition and we
encourage everyone to keep on doing
this. We do however ask you to follow a
few guidelines concerning flowers at the
Walls of the Missing. If you make or buy
a bouquet please do not include parts
that have been treated with coloring
agents, as the stones absorb the dye and
these stains are not easily removed.
If you use a metal pot or cask for your
flowers please do not place it directly on
the marble but use a plastic coaster. That
prevents the development of rust stains
on the stone slabs.
Finally a remark about burning
memorial candles at the graves. This
fine tradition of commemorating the
deceased can unfortunately not be
tolerated. The soot coming from the
candles causes major stains on the
crosses  that are very hard to remove.
We hope you will comply with the above
and help our staff in the maintenance of
our wonderful cemetery.

MARGRATEN MEMORIAL CONCERT 2012
Sunday September 9th, 2012, 3 PM
Margraten Memorial Concert on a  Sunday somewhere in September at the American Cemetery in Margraten is becoming  a nice
tradition that draws thousands of spectators.
On Sunday September 9th -the same month in which in 1944 the liberation of The Netherlands got under way-  we are having the
7th edition of  the Memorial Concert at the American Cemetery. This time it’s the Messa da Requiem (opus 38) by
Giovanni Sgambati (1841-1914) by the Limburg Symphony Orchestra with choir and a baritone soloist
Further details can be found shortly on the website www.margrateneerbetoon.nl. that can also be reached through a link on the
website of our foundation.
Although it is a free concert, the cost of orchestra, choir, soloists and facilities are enormous. The Margraten Tribute Foundation is
doing a good job financing this concert through contributions from the Limburg Province, the municipality Eijsden-Margraten and
several funds and sponsors. There have also been donations by the Friends of the Limburg Symphony Orchestra society and the
so-called Club of 500 and Club of 100. But nevertheless every donation is more than welcome because without sufficient funding
the Margraten Memorial Concert might not take place in the coming years.
Therefore the board of The Foundation for Adopting Graves at the American Cemetery in Margraten is now offering
The Margraten Tribute Foundation the possibility to call upon its members (that’s you!) to give a  donation for this grand memorial
concert. Considering your special relationship with the cemetery as an adopter we feel that it is a unique opportunity to underline
your commitment.
Benefactors, who donate € 25 or more, will become a “Friend of the Margraten
Memorial Concert” and will receive two guaranteed seats for the concert. With this
newsletter you will find a flyer with a coupon (postage paid) that you can send in.
Your donation can be remitted to account number 122606620 of the Stichting
Eerbetoon (Tribute Foundation) In that case, don’t forget to send us your address at
info@margrateneerbetoon.nl Two weeks prior to the concert you will receive the
tickets for the two reserved seats from the Margraten Tribute Foundation.

Did you know that:
* between November 14th, 1944 and August 2nd, 1946 more than three-thousand
fallen German soldiers were buried at the cemetery in Margraten? Of those
three-thousand, 2,776 were buried as  ‘Unknown’
* the 90 feet high tower and the walls of the Square of Honor are constructed of
Portland stone from England?
* the trees on either side of the promenade are typical American oaks?
* round the cemetery rhododendrons have been planted that blossom
roundabout the time of Memorial Day?
* the foundation has renewed its’ website and can also be found on Facebook?

You can contact the foundation by mail:
Stichting Adoptie Graven
Amerikaanse Begraafplaats Margraten
PO Box 22,  6269 ZG Margraten, The
Netherlands
E-mail: info@adoptiegraven-margraten.nl
website: www.adoptiegraven-margraten.nl
bank account number 15 88 20 045
IBAN NL89RABO0158820045
BIC: RABONL2U

This publication is partially funded by
Rabobank Centraal Zuid-Limburg and
Bouwcenter Jan Opreij, Margraten.
Colophon:
Number of copies : 8,100
Text
: Jacques Aussems, Jo Purnott
and Frans Roebroeks
Photography : Photo Studio Willy Opreij
Lay-out
: Jack Lemmens
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Website ‘Fields
of Margraten’
for pupils and
schools
At the end of 2010 the Foundation
Fields of Margraten (Stichting Akkers
van Margraten) launched a website,
especially aimed at pupils and
teachers in secondary education. As
most schools now have electronic
blackboards, this interactive site is
perfectly suited for  presentations by
pupils. Perhaps something to pass on
to your children or grandchildren……
Teachers can also use the contents of
this site in their classes on World War
2. Indeed for anybody with a
fascination for the history of the cemetery in Margraten
www.akkersvanmargraten.nl
is a must see.
The site can be reached through a
link at the www.margraten.org portal,
which includes an interesting
‘webquest’ meant for a more profound
insight for students and pupils after a
visit to the cemetery. Definitely worth
looking at!

